We take an agnostic approach to corporate governance, with no agenda other than to get the story straight.

Corporate Governance Research Initiative

is a Stanford Graduate School of Business faculty research program that explores the practice of corporate governance in order to advance intellectual understanding of this critical area of business management. Our goal is to encourage academics and professionals to bridge the gap between theory and practice and to promote corporate governance as an independent area of teaching and scholarship in business schools worldwide.

Research Topics

Our research covers a broad range of issues facing corporations and boards of directors, including:

- PRINCIPLES OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
- BOARD OF DIRECTORS
- LEADERSHIP AND SUCCESSION PLANNING
- COMPENSATION
- AUDIT AND RISK
- SHAREHOLDERS
- PROXY ADVISORY

Research and Tools

Our publications range from introductory guides to books related to corporate governance. They are intended to serve a diverse audience of academics, practitioners, board members, executives, journalists, and others.

- **STANFORD CLOSER LOOK** series—short studies of specific topics
- **SURVEYS**—insight into current issues and practices of leading organizations
- **QUICK GUIDES**—concise introductions to concepts, facts, and research
- **JOURNAL ARTICLES**
- **WORKING PAPERS**
- **CASE STUDIES**
- **BOOKS**

LEARN MORE: [www.GSB.Stanford.edu/CGRI-Research](http://www.GSB.Stanford.edu/CGRI-Research)
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UNIVERSITY-WIDE COLLABORATION

The Corporate Governance Research Initiative is affiliated with the Arthur and Toni Rembe Rock Center for Corporate Governance, a joint initiative of Stanford Graduate School of Business and Stanford Law School.